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Is MS keeping
you awake at
night?
A sleep expert has
some top tips to help
you improve your sleep
quality and quantity

Meet Mr and Mrs
Monkey Sox
How a multiple sclerosis
diagnosis inspired James and
Lianne to launch a unique
company raising funds and
awareness for MS

It's beginning to look a
lot like Christmas
From Christmas cards to online
shopping, there are lots of different
ways you can support the MS Trust
this festive season

Welcome to the November issue of Open Door
The eagle-eyed amongst
you may have noticed
that we've given our front
cover a fresh new look we really hope you like it!
Please let us know your
feedback by emailing
opendoor@mstrust.org.uk.
Our cover story (page 12) this month is all about
Monkey Sox, a fantastic community interest company
set up by Lianne and James Carvell to raise funds and
awareness for MS, following James' diagnosis in 2016.
They are an incredibly inspiring couple and we are so
excited to be working with them on a special edition
pair of MS Trust socks for our amazing supporters.
Elsewhere in this issue, we have some top tips on

getting a good night's sleep courtesy of sleep expert
Dr Kirstie Anderson (page 16). Our brilliant Advanced
MS Champion Lindsay Lord answers some of your
questions on living with advanced MS on page 14.
Emily Thurston, author of the Wibbly Dinosaur
blog, has some advice for coping with
Chirstmas stress when you have MS
(page 11), and we round up some of
If you’d like to donate £1
the festive ways you can support the
to cover the costs of Open
MS Trust over the Christmas period
Door, please text OPEN25 to
(page 20).
70201
Happy reading and a very Happy
Texts will be charged at your standard
Christmas to all our wonderful
network rate. For terms & conditions, see
www.easydonate.org.
friends and supporters.
David Martin,
Chief Executive, MS Trust

How we’ve been working hard for people with MS since our last issue
Training and supporting your MS health professionals
We’re dedicated to supporting your MS health professionals in their
training and development to ensure they can provide you with
the best possible care. We know that MS can be a complex and
unpredictable condition, so we believe that health professionals who
know all about the condition and what it’s like to live with it, can make
a world of difference to everyone affected by MS. Back in October, we
provided the essential training for 30 new MS nurses at our residential
course, and in November, we held the biggest annual conference for
MS professionals in the UK, with almost 300 MS nurses, neurologists
and therapists attending. Find out more about our work with health
professionals at: mstrust.org.uk.

Working with the NHS to improve MS services
across England
We're proud to have collaborated with NHS RightCare and six
other charities (Parkinson’s UK, MS Society, MND Association,
Sue Ryder, MSA Trust and PSP Association) to produce a new
toolkit that will help local health groups improve services
for people living with progressive neurological conditions in
England. For MS, this means practical, clear and innovative
guidance to help teams improve the efficiency of disease
modifying drug (DMD) management, employ new data and
technology, provide holistic support for people with advanced
MS and connect up the different MS specialists.
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News
Top prizes for MS Trust information,
a round-up of the ECTRIMS
conference, and the lowdown on
the flu jab.
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Supporting people newly diagnosed with MS
An MS diagnosis can leave you feeling a whole range of emotions. Sad,
angry, confused, maybe even relieved, if you’ve been experiencing
symptoms for a long time. Making Sense of MS, our popular resource for
people newly diagnosed with MS, can help as you come to terms with the
diagnosis and learn to live well with MS. We’ve recently updated our core
pack to ensure it contains the most up-to-date information for people
recently diagnosed. You’ll notice the format is a little different – an A4
booklet rather than separate information sheets – and we’ve added a more
personal touch by including quotes throughout from people living with MS
who know what you’re going through. See mstrust.org.uk/msoms.

Selling Christmas cards across
the UK
The MS Trust was founded in 1993 on
the proceeds of Christmas card sales.
They still play a huge part in enabling
us to continue our vital work and this
year we have another fabulously festive
selection. You can order them online at
mstrust.org.uk/christmas, or buy them
in any of the Cards for Good Causes
pop-up shops, staffed by volunteers all
over the country.

Making the case for siponimod for secondary progressive MS
NICE is currently assessing siponimod for secondary progressive MS (SPMS)
to decide whether it should be prescribed by the NHS in England and
Wales. The MS Trust is explaining to NICE why we think siponimod should
be approved and to help us make a strong case, we asked you to share
your experiences of living with SPMS. The response was amazing, with over
300 of you getting in touch to share your stories. We are very grateful to
everyone who contributed their experiences. We will keep you updated on
the appraisal process over the coming months.

Research update
The latest research on smouldering
lesions, standing frames and foot
drop.
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The MS that tried to
steal Christmas

Jo tells us about her journey with MS
and playing underwater rugby for
Team GB.

In her latest column, Emily - AKA
The Wibbly Dinosaur - has some
tips for surviving the festive season.
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Monkey Sox
How an MS diagnosis inspired
James and Lianne to launch a
unique company raising funds and
awareness.

14 Living with advanced MS
Advanced MS Champion Lindsay
Lord answers your questions about
advanced MS and the support that's
available.
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Ask the expert: disease
modifying drugs
MS nurse Nikki Embrey answers
some frequently asked questions
about DMDs.

20

Get involved
Fun ways you can support the MS
Trust this Christmas, Mission 100
is back for 2020 and lots of other
opportunities to get fundraising for
the MS Trust.
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15 minutes with David
Martin
The MS Trust CEO talks 2019
highlights, the challenges facing
people with MS and his former life
in a punk band!
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Affected by any of these
news stories? Call our Enquiry
Service: 0800 032 38 39
Keep up to date with the latest
MS news by signing up for our
regular email round-up
mstrust.org.uk/keepintouch

News
ECTRIMS 2019
ECTRIMS (European Committee for Treatment and
Research In Multiple Sclerosis) is the largest annual
conference devoted to research into new treatments,
better understanding multiple sclerosis and topics that
affect the lives of people with MS. This year's meeting
took place in Stockholm in September. The following is a
small selection of information presented.
The course of MS
People with MS are taking longer to reach disability milestones
according to a Swedish study. The researchers reported that in
Swedish clinics, "half as many patients are reaching an EDSS score
of 6 [requires a walking aid] by age 64 as once did". A number of
possible reasons were suggested including wider use of disease
modifying drugs, earlier diagnosis leading to earlier treatment and
better management of symptoms. Lifestyle issues possibly also
play a role with the reduction in the number of people smoking
being mentioned.
Mesenchymal stem cells
Two studies looked at the use of stem cells taken from the bone
marrow of participants.
Results from an Israeli trial of mesenchymal stem cell
transplantation (MSCT) in 48 people with progressive MS found
the procedure was safe. The trial compared injecting cells into
the spinal fluid (intrathecally) or into a vein (intravenously) with a
placebo injection. Both MSCT treatments led to improvements,
with almost three in five of the intrathecal group and two in five
of the intravenous group showing NEDA (no evidence of disease
activity, meaning no relapses, no increase in the EDSS measure of
disability and no new lesions on MRI scans).
A separate Italian study in people with either relapsing or

progressive MS found no difference in the number of new lesions
but there was a reduction of the relapse rate by about a third.
Drugs in development
Ofatumumab reduced the relapse rate by more than half
compared to Aubagio (teriflunomide) in two studies. It also
reduced the risk of disability progression by a third and there were
fewer new lesions in the ofatumumab group.
Ponesimod also reduced the relapse rate by almost a third
compared to Aubagio in another trial. The drug also improved
measures of fatigue.
Mayzent (siponimod) could extend the time until someone
with secondary progressive MS needs a wheelchair by 4.3 years
according to an analysis of previous research
results.
Relapse costs
A German study divided people with
Find out more at:
a similar level of disability into four
mstrust.org.uk/news/
groups - no relapses, relapses with
ms-media-ectrims-2019
recovery, relapses with incomplete
recovery, and progressing. Medical
and non-medical costs were highest for
the two relapsing groups.

BMA award honours for MS Trust resources
We’re delighted to announce that a
number of MS Trust resources have been
recognised at the 2019 British Medical
Association Awards.
The MS Trust website
(mstrust.org.uk) received the runnerup award in the Long-Term Conditions
category, with judges calling it "a fantastic
resource that has had a lot of thought
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and effort put into it." MSTV (youtube.
com/mstvuk), our YouTube channel for
young people affected by MS, and our
Disease Modifying Drugs book were both
highly commended, and our Sex and MS
and Managing your Bladder books were
commended.
The BMA Awards recognise accessible,
well-designed and clinically balanced

patient information which promotes
greater awareness and understanding of
health matters, and patient choice.
If you would like to join our readers panel
and help ensure we continue producing
resources that meet the needs of people
with MS, please get in touch at
hello@mstrust.org.uk. You can order our
publications at mstrust.org.uk/pubs.
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Should you get the flu jab if
you have MS?

Flu jab or no flu jab? That is the question. Every autumn, our Information
Team gets asked lots of quesitons about the flu jab and if people with MS
should have it, so here’s the lowdown.
Influenza or 'flu' as most of us know it, is a highly infectious disease that
causes a number of unpleasant symptoms, including fever, aches, sore
throat, fatigue and nausea. If you have MS, catching the flu can make your
MS symptoms worse and in some instances could trigger a relapse.
The NHS guidelines recommend that a flu jab is routinely offered free to
people in the UK who are at risk of severe health complications following
influenza infection. These include elderly people, young children, pregnant
women and people with some long-term health conditions (including MS),
as well as healthy people who are carers or health care workers.
So is it safe and effective for people with MS? Research has found that
vaccination was effective in people with MS and offered them protection
from flu infection. Although disease modifying drugs affect the immune
system, most did not stop the vaccination from being protective against the
flu. Some research suggests that you might get less protection from the flu
vaccine if you're on certain DMDs, but further studies need to be carried out
to confirm this. Being vaccinated against flu does not change your chances
of developing MS or of having a relapse if you already have MS.
In terms of side effects, they will be the same for people with MS as for
any other person who receives the flu jab. Some people may experience
soreness at the injection site, or the symptoms of a cold, such as a
headache, runny nose or sore throat. These generally clear up quickly and
can be treated at home.
To summarise, the benefits of vaccination greatly
outweigh any risk and people with MS are
encouraged to have the annual flu jab. If you
haven't heard from your GP about getting
Find out more at
the flu jab yet, you can contact the surgery
mstrust.org.uk/a-z/
directly to make an appointment. Of course,
flu-jab
you and your GP should take into account
your individual circumstances, including any
other health conditions you have.

Join our London
Marathon team!
Did you get a ballot place in the 2020
London Marathon? Come join Team MS
Trust!
The 'You’re in’ magazines hit
doormats last month for those
who were successful in the London
Marathon ballot. If you or someone you
know was lucky enough to get a place
in this iconic event through the public
ballot, we would love to have you part
of Team MS Trust on Sunday 26 April,
2020.
Supporting a charity close to your
heart is a brilliant way to maintain your
motivation when training through the
cold months and gets you through
those tough miles on the day itself. Our
fab fundraising team will be there to
support you every step of the way.
To find out more, visit
mstrust.org.uk/ballot.

Support the MS
Trust with new app
We are very excited to announce that
we are now a charity partner with a
fantastic app called DrugStars! It’s a
free app that allows you to manage
all your medications in one place, set
up reminders and track your progress.
Every time you take your medication
you earn stars – once you have 50 stars
you can donate these to us and they
turn into cash donations at no cost to
you. We call it #GivingByTaking.
Scan the QR code below to download
the app now.
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NE W S IN P ICT URES
We take a look back at our supporter Kenny Smith’s incredible 50-day cycle ride around the UK in memory of his sister
Kathleen, which raised over £22,000 towards our work supporting everyone affected by MS. A massive thank you to Kenny
and every single person who supported him on this epic challenge.

And he's off!

Celebrity support

On June 12, long-term MS
Trust supporter Kenny Smith
set off from Chichester on
his 50-day cycle aroud the
UK. The Mayor of Chichester
and the local fire service
were there to cheer him over
the start line!

Celebrities including Davina
McCall (pictured), singer
Tom Odell and cyclist Mark
Beaumont sent lovely
messages of support to
Kenny to give him some extra
motivation for the challenge
ahead.

It's been a hard day's
night!

Kenny arrives at
Land's End

Liverpool was the
destination on day 14 of
Kenny's 50 day cycle ride. It
rained (again!), but luckily
The Beatles were on hand
to cheer Kenny on.

On day number 6 of 50,
Kenny reached his first big
landmark, Land's End - and
the sun was shining!

A thumbs-up from
Scotland

Feeling hot, hot, hot!
Kenny received a hero's
welcome in Letchworth
Garden City, home of
the MS Trust. On what
was the hottest day of
the year, Kenny cycled
in temperatures of 39
degrees!

It was a big thumbs up
from Kenny on day 26 of
the ride, as he landed in
John O'Groats, the most
northerly point of his trip.

Send us your photos!
We love to see pictures of our amazing supporters taking on
all manner of weird and wonderful fundraising challenges
for the MS Trust. If you'd like to send us your photos, please
email fundraising@mstrust.org.uk.
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Celebrities show their
support

Mission completed!
After 50 days in the saddle
and an incredible 2,500
miles covered, Kenny
completed his challenge
in Chichester on July 31,
enjoying a very welldeserved beer at the finish
line! Well done Kenny!
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Research update

Keep up to date with the latest MS
research by signing up for our email
mstrust.org.uk/keepintouch

Treatments for foot drop
compared
Foot drop is a symptom of MS which makes it difficult to lift the foot
and toes properly when walking. As a result, your foot tends to catch
or drag along the ground, increasing the risk of tripping or falling. This
research compared functional electrical stimulation (FES) with ankle-foot
orthoses (AFO) as treatments for foot drop.
Authors Renfrew LM et al.
Title The clinical- and cost-effectiveness of functional electrical stimulation and ankle-foot
orthoses for foot drop in multiple sclerosis: a multicentre randomized trial.
Journal Clinical Rehabilitation 2019; 33(7): 1150-1162.
Read the summary https://bit.ly/2mdGRjf

The study
The researchers recruited 79 people with
foot drop from seven centres in Scotland.
Half were fitted with a custom-made AFO
and half with an FES.
The impact of the device on walking
was measured at the start, 3, 6, and 12
months. The main measure of the study
was walking speed. Additional measures
included the amount of oxygen taken
up while walking and the time taken to
walk 25 feet. Participants also completed
questionnaires to measure the impact of
MS and the device on symptoms, quality of
life, independence and well-being.

The results
Both groups walked faster when wearing
their devices at 12 months, with neither of
the devices showing greater improvement
than the other. None of the other
measures showed a clear, consistent
advantage of one device over the other.
There was no evidence from the study that
either device had a therapeutic effect ie
resulted in an improvement in unassisted
walking.
Over the 12 months, 37 people (38%)
dropped out of the study for a variety
of reasons. Although there was no

For
information on
foot drop, visit

mstrust.org.uk/a-z/
foot-drop

statistically significant difference
between the groups, the proportion
of drop outs was higher in the AFO group,
and most of these because they were
unhappy with the device.
The FES group gave significantly higher
scores for a questionnaire which assessed
the psychological impact of wearing a
device, indicating that FES was more
acceptable to wearers than AFO.

What does it mean?
The relatively small number of participants
completing the study (22 of 43 AFO, 31 of
42 FES) means it is difficult to draw definite
conclusions. Overall, both types of device
improved walking speed, although neither
device improved unassisted walking.
Some participants in the AFO group
reported that wearing their device
emphasised their disability which may
have contributed to the higher drop-out
rate seen in this group and lower scores for
the psychological impact questionnaire.
The researchers acknowledged that the
lower acceptance of the AFO devices may
have been caused, at least in part, by the
rigid design of the orthosis that was used
as a standard across the seven centres; in
practice, a physiotherapist would select

an orthosis which might be more
suitable for an individual and improve
acceptance. The researchers point out
that both the physical and psychological
impact of a device needs to be taken
into account in clinical studies as both
are important factors for continued use.
The researchers conclude that despite
higher initial costs of FES, it offers value
for money as an alternative
to the more routinely used
AFO.

Find out more
Many people with MS have some
difficulties with walking but walking
problems vary considerably from one
person with MS to another.
If you are experiencing walking
difficulties, you can speak to your
MS nurse or GP who may refer you to
physiotherapy services. The best way
forward depends on what is causing
the difficulties. Treatment may involve
physiotherapy or drug treatments to
alleviate underlying symptoms such as
spasticity or pain.
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R E S E ARCH U P DATE

Standing up in MS
People with progressive MS can develop severe walking
problems and spend much of the day sitting down. This can
lead to further problems such as muscle weakness and wasting,
pressure sores, constipation and depression and increase the
risk of other health problems such as heart disease. Regular
supported standing using a frame at home might be one way to
reduce these complications as well as increase feelings of wellbeing. This study set out to test the benefits of regular homebased standing combined with strengthening and balance
exercises while standing.
Authors Freeman J, et al.
Title Assessment of a home-based standing frame programme in people with
progressive multiple sclerosis (SUMS): a pragmatic, multi-centre, randomised,
controlled trial and cost-effectiveness analysis.
Journal Lancet Neurology 2019;18(8):736-747.
Read the summary https://bit.ly/35ggCue

The study
122 people with progressive MS with
severe walking problems (EDSS 6.5 to 8.0)
were recruited through NHS clinics and
therapy centres in Devon, Cornwall and
East Anglia. One half were assigned to the
standing frame group in addition to their
standard care, the other half continued
with standard care alone for 20 weeks.
A wooden standing frame was delivered
to the home of those in the standing
frame group. A physiotherapist initially
made two home visits to help set up the
standing frame and provided instructions
on how to combine strengthening and
balance exercises while standing. After the
set-up sessions, the physiotherapist made
six follow-up telephone calls to encourage
continued use of the standing frame.
Participants were asked to stand for at
least 30 minutes, three times each week
for 20 weeks and keep a diary of how often
and for how long they used the frame.
Mobility was assessed at the beginning
of the study, at 20 weeks and at 36
weeks, using the Amended Motor Club
Assessment (AMCA) a measure which
records leg and trunk function and
includes the ability to do movements such
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For
more
information on
standing frames and
how to get one, visit
plymouth.ac.uk/
research/sums.

as roll over in bed, stand up from sitting, as
well as balance when sitting and standing.

The results
When planning the study, the researchers
set a 9 point increase in the AMCA score
as indicating a meaningful improvement.
At week 36, people in the standing
group had an improvement of 4.7 points.
Analysis of the diaries showed that not all
participants stood for the recommended
amount of time. When this was accounted
for, an AMCA score of 9 was achieved.
People who stood for significantly longer
than the recommended time did not do
significantly better, suggesting there was a
maximum benefit that could be obtained.
The standing frame group also showed
improvements in other measures including
the range of movements in hip and ankle
joints and quality of life.
As might be expected, short-term
muscle and joint pain (lasting less than
seven days) was more common in the
standing frame group (41% in standing
frame vs 22% in standard care group). No
other side effects were associated with the
use of the standing frame.

What does it mean?
The results show that regular use of a
standing frame can improve mobility in
people with severe progressive MS. An
economic analysis suggested that the
combined cost of the frame and health
professional time would fall within the
thresholds for cost effectiveness of NHS
treatments. The researchers discuss
the pre-set target of a 9 point increase
in the AMCA score. This might consist
of someone regaining the ability to
balance when sitting to dress (3 points),
transfer independently (3 points) and
stand without having to use their hands
for balance (3 points). The researchers
acknowledge that, in fact, any one of
these improvements could represent a
meaningful change for an individual.
An accompanying editorial notes the
high quality of this study and suggests
the successful results were due, at least
in part, to the instructions, guidance
and encouragement provided by the
experienced physiotherapists. It concludes
that the results show that some aspects of
loss of mobility can be reversed and that
treatments such as home-based standing
can maintain or even restore lost abilities.
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R ESEARCH U P DATE

MRI reveals smouldering MS
lesions
An MS lesion is an area of damage or scarring (sclerosis) in the
brain or spinal cord. Lesions are caused by inflammation that
results from the immune system attacking the myelin sheath
around nerves. While some MS lesions heal, completely or
partially, other lesions remain, have a dark rim and appear to
actively expand for many years, so they are known as chronic
active or smouldering lesions. New MRI techniques have made
it possible to visualise chronic active lesions, see how they
change over time and begin to understand how they are linked
with different types and stages of MS.
Authors Absinta M, et al.
Title Association of chronic active multiple sclerosis lesions with disability in vivo.
Journal JAMA Neurology 2019 Aug 12. [Epub ahead of print]
Read the summary https://bit.ly/2AT7Moe

The study
A team of researchers in the US has
developed a new MRI procedure which
allows them to visualise chronic active
MS lesions. Using this technique, they
followed the evolution of lesions from the
MRI scans of 192 people with MS over a six
year period, from 2012 to 2018. They also
looked at how the lesions were linked to
disability and brain volume change.

The results
Overall, more than half of the participants
had at least one chronic active lesion,
regardless of type of MS or whether they
had previously or were currently taking a
disease modifying drug.
44% had no chronic active lesions, 34%
had 1 to 3, 22% had 4 or more. Those
with 4 or more chronic lesions were more
likely to have problems with cognition and
mobility, lower brain volume and were
more likely to have MS that had become
progressive, when compared to people
without chronic active lesions.
Rimless lesions shrank over time, but
chronic active lesions remained the same
size or expanded by approximately 2.2%
each year.

Chronic active lesions showed MRI features
typical of on-going tissue destruction.
One participant who passed away during
the course of the study donated brain
tissue to the study; all of the 10 rim lesions
had expanded and showed tissue changes
typical of chronic active inflammation.

What does it mean?
The researchers conclude that chronic
active lesions are common in MS and are
associated with a more aggressive course
of MS, cause tissue damage and occur
even in people taking effective disease
modifying drugs.
This type of lesion has been recognised
for some years, but only in tissues from
brains donated after death. As a result,
researchers did not fully understand the
role these lesions play in MS. This new
technique will allow researchers to track
the development of the lesions over
time. In addition to learning more about
the biological processes which lead to
increased disability, the ability to visualise
smouldering lesions provides a new tool for
assessing potential treatments, particularly
those that are being developed for
progressive MS.

The research team has shared a program
that will enable other investigators to
detect smouldering lesions with less
powerful MRI scanners that are more
commonly used in clinics to encourage
their incorporation in research and future
clinical trials. They also are continuing to
study the role of chronic
active lesions in people
with MS.

Find out more
The distinctive dark rim around chronic
active lesions is caused by microglia.
Microglia are mobile cells that roam
the central nervous system cleaning
up damaged cells and pathogens.
In MS and other conditions, they
can be activated by inflammation,
and become overactive. This may be
how lesions get started. Microglia
may be particularly important for
understanding the progressive forms
of MS. It is thought that they may be
nibbling away at the edges of lesions,
enlarging them and causing disability
accumulation.
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MY MS STORY

I play underwater rugby
for Team GB
Did the Rugby World Cup have you hooked this autumn? Well, did you
know there’s an underwater version of the game? Jo Wood, diagnosed
with MS in 2013, plays for the Great Britain team and competed at the
Underwater Rugby World Championships earlier this year. “I came back
with a new resilience and realisation that I have MS, but MS doesn’t have
to have me,” Jo tells us.
Jo Wood
My MS diagnosis
I was diagnosed with optic neuritis in
2012 which affected my left eye. I was
sent for scans and a lumbar puncture
and received my MS diagnosis in
November 2013. It was a difficult time
as I was in the middle of my PhD and I’d
been off work quite a lot with (what I
had thought was) post-infection fatigue.
After my diagnosis I was offered Rebif or
Avonex, and went for injection training
with my MS nurse, but from diagnosis to
receiving medication I had a further two
relapses and my nurse and neurologist
recommended Tysabri. My relapses were
pretty debilitating at the time as I was
experiencing Lhermitte's syndrome and
was struggling to even make it the 200m
down the road to the shops; this was
particularly hard since I’d been really into
climbing, hiking and swimming to this
point.
After about eight months on Tysabri
I saw my cognitive function drastically
improve, my ability to walk came back,
I even managed to go hiking in Iceland
(with my soon to be husband), and
completed my PhD in 2017. I then got
a job at King’s College London as a
Teaching Fellow in Physical Geography.
It was through this opportunity, and a
chance conversation with a colleague,
that I discovered underwater rugby.

Diving in at the deep end
Underwater rugby is a contact sport that
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takes place in a 4m diving pit; we wear
mask, snorkel and fins to play. There are
six players on a team. The object of the
game is to score goals in a basket at the
bottom of the pool. It’s considered to be
an ‘apnoea’ sport - so hold your breath!
Underwater rugby helps me to keep
fit and I find that swimming stresses
my body less than when I go running.
Dealing with MS day-to-day can be
difficult, and I have ‘duvet days’ where
I really don’t feel like I can face the day.
Having the support and encouragement
from my team to make it to practice,
and the sheer enjoyment I get from that
first dive into the pool, really helps me
overcome those challenges.
I play in defence, so I’m usually found
sitting on the bottom of the pool on my
back, defending the goal. It’s so much
fun playing in a team that you forget
about things hurting. I come out of the
pool covered in bruises - presumably
from hitting into the basket and from
being tackled by other players – but I
never notice getting any of them!

Team GB
I’ve been playing for about 18 months
(off and on) and this year I got the
opportunity to play for Great Britain
at the Underwater Rugby World
Championships in Graz, Austria. It is the
first time that Team GB has ever been
represented in this international sport
and I was so excited when I was told that
I’d been picked for the women’s team.

The games were really tough as we
were playing against experienced teams,
some of whom had been playing for
+20 years! We scored goals, defended
penalties, and learned so much while
we were there. I came away with a new
resilience and realisation that I have MS,
but MS doesn’t have to have me.

Mind and body
Mentally, I feel that when I am playing
underwater rugby, I am just one of the
team; I have amazing team mates who
are supportive, strong women and who
have also overcome their own battles.
Underwater rugby is really new to the
UK. There are currently only two teams,
in London and Cheltenham. I would
encourage anyone to come to a taster
session because it’s just so much fun and
it’s inclusive to all abilities. You can find
out more by following us on Twitter
@GBWomensUWR.

If
underwater
rugby isn’t for you,
there are lots of other
ways you can stay active
with MS. Find inspiration
at mstrust.org.uk/
exercise.
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LI F E W IT H MS

The MS that
tried to steal
Christmas
Along with the mince pies, mulled wine and general
merriment, Christmas can also bring with it rather a
lot of stress, particularly when you’re dealing with the
unpredictability of MS. In her latest column, Emily – AKA
The Wibbly Dinosaur – reveals her top tips for surviving the
festive season.
When Christmas comes around, I can't help
but feel that my body has been taken over
by The Grinch. You see, just like The Grinch,
MS will do everything in its power to try and
ruin Christmas - the merest scent of festive
cheer can result in a Grinch-like tantrum
of epic and debilitating proportions.
Wanna enjoy a night out with friends
and colleagues? Well, ok... but you'll pay!
Want to spend a day in town Christmas
shopping? You must be mad with legs that
bad! Want to decorate the tree, wrap up
the gifts and still have energy left to cook a
nutroast?

Ho ho ho, No!
The Christmas season has all the
ingredients of an MSer's worst nightmare.
You're expected to mingle and jingle
with more family and friends than you'd
usually see in the preceding 11 months
combined. You inevitably find yourself
shopping around for gifts to give to more
people than you even knew you knew. And
normal bedtime rules no longer apply - the
work Christmas do doesn't begin until the
ungodly hour of 8pm, the kids will have you
staying up beyond their bedtime and yours
to see if you can spot Father Christmas
flying by and, if you're a churchgoer,
Midnight Mass takes place at ... midnight!
A nightmare indeed for you and I, but
an absolute dream for MS, which will
be having a field day inside our frazzled
nervous system. Disguised as the scrooge
of Dr Seuss' universe, MS will do its cunning

best to steal Christmas...
Perhaps inevitably, when you are faced
with your very own Grinch to wrestle with,
Christmas can be incredibly hard going.
The inescapable stress around this time of
year will undoubtedly worsen many of our
existing symptoms as well as sending our
fatigue levels higher than Santa's sleigh.
But, if we can learn anything from Dr Seuss'
story, it is that Christmas can, and indeed

"You see, just like The
Grinch, MS will do everything
in its power to try and ruin
Christmas - the merest scent
of festive cheer can result in a
Grinch-like tantrum of epic and
debilitating proportions"

should, mean so much more than the
commercialised circus that it has become.

Embrace the support
Just as the Whos embrace The Grinch
and welcome him into their community,
I find that it is essential to embrace MS.
It sounds crazy, but if you have any hope
of surviving Christmas you first need to
live in harmony with your MS and that

means allowing yourself time to rest and
recover after celebrations, which means
some vital (guilt-free) time out. It's taken
me a while, but I've learned that it's ok to
feel overwhelmed at group gatherings,
particularly when your head is spinning and
you feel as though you are trapped in an
impenetrable bubble of pain that no-one
else can see. It's ok to accept help when it
is offered or to ask for help when you need
it and it's ok to take yourself away from the
festive madness when it all gets too much.

Happy stress-free Christmas
Personally, I am in an incredibly fortunate
position; I am surrounded by the right
kind of people who offer the right kind of
support. I am rarely the host, which works
in both mine and my potential guests
favour. I have understanding colleagues
who happily accept that I will always be the
first one to leave the Christmas do. And
I am blessed with the most loving family
who go above and beyond to make my
situation as stress-free as possible
However, despite all of this, I still find
Christmas challenging, which means that
people worse off than me must find it
taxing beyond belief. But all you can really
do is try your best to plan ahead, pace
yourself and, most importantly of all, try
not to let The Grinch steal Christmas.
Column by Emily Thurston, diagnosed
in 2010 aged 28. Mother of three
young children and MS blogger:
thewibblydinosaur.com.
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COV E R S TORY

"It has made me
appreciate everything
and everyone around
me”
James and Lianne Carvell were inspired to set up Monkey Sox, a community
interest company raising funds and awareness for multiple sclerosis,
following James’ diagnosis in 2016. We caught up with the husband and
wife team to chat about James’ journey with MS, the importance of raising
awareness, and how Monkey Sox has given the couple a new way “to think
and feel about MS”.

James and Lianne modelling Monkey Sox

environment in theatres. The pace, the focus and reacting to
Hi James and Lianne. James, can you tell us about when you
emergencies as a team. I made the decision to switch to general
were diagnosed with MS and how you came to terms with
practice around a year after my diagnosis and I’m now a GP
your diagnosis?
registrar. It was a big change at first, but with time, along with
I was diagnosed with MS on 29 July 2016. I will never forget the
my outlook on life, my outlook on my career has also changed for
moment, feeling sick, uncertain, scared and lonely.
good. I now enjoy a different focus, of helping people with their
I was initially really reluctant to talk about MS, I just didn’t
long-term health, combining medical treatment with lifestyle
know how to. But over time talking has been really key in helping
changes. If I can listen to patients and impact their life whilst also
me come to terms with living with MS. I’m a big believer in not
helping others living with MS then I’d love that.
hiding how you are really feeling, whether
that’s to friends, family, team mates, medical
What do you think is the importance of raising
professionals, anyone!
"We are talking
awareness of MS?
I’ve always done a lot of sport so exercise has
everyday about MS, but
been another huge help, it gives me time to
in a new and positive way Like a lot of other people my diagnosis took
some time. I had various symptoms and knew
think, reflect and on days when I’m feeling tired
and it’s made us
or low even a 10 minute swim really lifts my
both feel more supported something wasn’t right, but I kept putting it down
to a bad day at work or the fact I hadn’t slept well
mood.
and in control"
or hadn’t eaten well. With more awareness people
could get diagnosed earlier and access the great
Can you tell us about the main symptoms
number of treatment options and make changes
you experience day to day?
to their lifestyle sooner. This could make a huge
Big things are blurred vision, leg weakness, foot
difference to their care and how they feel in the
drop and insomnia. It’s my right side that has
long term.
taken the hit! I’ve tried everything for the insomnia. I am currently
My MS nurses are also fantastic, and I hope that increasing
replacing sleeping pills with more exercise and good sleep
awareness leads to more funding so that everyone living with MS
hygiene; hopefully it does get easier.
can benefit from their support and care.
Finally, a lot of the general population don’t realise that people
How has being diagnosed changed your outlook on life?
are commonly diagnosed in their 20s and 30s. I think raising
Living with MS has made me reassess and value even more the
awareness of this is really important in changing perceptions of
things that are most important to me. It has made me appreciate
a life with MS. People are diagnosed young but with the right
everything and everyone around me, from a friendly chat with the
support a diagnosis of MS can be life changing but not a life
coffee van man on my morning commute, to smiling at a stranger
sentence.
on the street.
I worked for five years as an anaesthetist and loved the
12
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Both of you took on the Asics 10k for the MS Trust earlier this
year. James, how has staying active helped with your MS?
Staying active has massively helped! My symptoms first started to
show when out running. I would trip on pavements and struggle
to see. I still find running the most difficult, but I won’t give up!
Now that I know MS is the cause I know I can still do all my sport
but I give myself time to recover too.
Not only has my sleep improved, exercising has given me more
energy on days when I’ve felt so tired. When I go for a swim I
have time to think alone, and when I go on a group cycle ride I am
always boosted by the social side of sport.
I love Saturday morning parkrun and entering events with
friends. It’s great to have goals. Last year I was so proud to get the
London Classics medal for completing the London Marathon, Ride
100 Cycle and Swim Serpentine.
I’ve always loved triathlons and a few years back did an Ironman,
something I thought I’d never do again. But this year I completed
Blenheim Palace Triathlon, my first triathlon since my diagnosis.
Now I’m planning another….like I said, goals are good, so there is
always an event in the diary!
What would be your advice to someone newly diagnosed with
MS?
Talk, talk, talk! When I was first diagnosed it took me a while to
discuss with friends, family, nurses, doctors and others with MS.
The moment I felt able to, it felt like a massive weight lifted off my
shoulders and made coping with everything much easier.
Let's talk Monkey Sox! What was the inspiration behind it?
I set up Monkey Sox with my wife, Lianne. We wanted to put our
doctor + designer heads together and find a way to react positively
to having MS in our life, whist raising awareness and money for
charity.
The result was a range of colourful Odd Sox, representing how
the body acts and feels different left to right for those living with
MS.
How has setting up Monkey Sox helped you both deal with the
diagnosis?
Initially we wanted to raise money for charity by donating 50% of
our net profits equally to the MS Trust, MS Society UK and MS-UK
(the other 50% is reinvested into the company). Monkey Sox has
just had its 1st birthday and we’re really proud to have donated
£6000 over the year.
But what we didn’t expect when we started Monkey Sox was the
ripple effect it would have, and all the conversations that would
open. We’ve met so many inspiring people that are living with MS
themselves, or have a connection through family or friends.
We are talking everyday about MS, but in a new and positive way
and it’s made us both feel more supported and in control.
What kind of feedback have you had from people with MS?
Monkey Sox has given us a new way to think and talk about MS
and feedback from others is the same. We’ve heard from people

newly diagnosed who
feel it is easier to share
their news by sharing
the story of Monkey Sox.
One favourite story is a
lady who always wears
her Monkey Sox to her
treatment and MRI
appointments, she says
they always keep her
smiling and more relaxed.
Many people are buying
our casual, childrens and
sports socks, both for
The MS Trust Sox!
themselves and as gifts.
In the sports world, people are setting personal bests and even
competing at World Championships in Monkey Sox! They really
are go faster socks!
Tell us about the collaboration with the MS Trust. What can
people expect from the new design?
We’re really excited about this project with the MS Trust! The
design (see picture above) combines our monkey face on one
foot, with the MS Trust duck mascot on the other. In true Monkey
Sox style the socks are odd, with stripes and spots! They are
a sports style to co-ordinate with the MS Trust team kit for all
running, cycling and walking events. We can’t wait for the launch,
and the full 50% profit will be donated to the MS Trust.
With Christmas approaching, tell us why a pair of Monkey Sox
would make a great gift?
Monkey Sox put a smile on everyone’s face! Not only are they a
great way to talk about MS, they brighten up the day with fun
colours and designs AND we donate from every pair so you are
supporting new research, funding and lifestyle help for all those
affected by MS.
What are your hopes for the future?
Ultimately we hope and wish that a cure
will be found for MS. Medical and
lifestyle advances have changed so
To find out more
much in recent years that living
and to pre-order your
with MS does not mean the end
new
MS Trust Monkey
of hopes and dreams.
Sox in time for Christmas,
We hope that Monkey Sox can
see mstrust.org.uk/
inspire people to stay active, if
they are living with MS or not,
monkeysox.
and of course the more people that
are wearing Monkey Sox the more we
donate and contribute to a future free
of MS.
www.MonkeySox.org
@monkeysox.org (Facebook)
@monkeysox_org (Instagram/Twitter)
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LI V IN G W IT H ADVAN C ED MS

Advanced MS:
Your questions
answered
If MS is affecting your ability to move around, perform day
to day tasks, and you’re dependent on others for some or
all of your care and support needs, it may be that your MS is
advanced. Our Advanced MS Champion Lindsay Lord, who is
based in Salford, answers some of your questions about living
with advanced MS and the support that’s available to you.
Advanced MS Champion Lindsay Lord
How does an Advanced MS Champion differ from a regular
MS nurse?
The role of the Advanced MS Champion has come about as it was
recognised that MS nurses are having to spend more and more
time in clinic and finding it difficult to get out and see people at
home. The role that we have enables us to see the person in their
home environment. This is invaluable to me as I am able to see
for myself how an individual is getting in and out of bed, using
the bathroom etc. which you cannot see in a clinic environment.
The fact that we are generally not time constrained allows us
to provide extra support to people with advanced MS and their
families/carers and follow up with people regularly.

What support can an Advanced MS Champion give to
carers?
First and foremost it is support for people to know that they are
not alone. It can be quite frightening to have the responsibility of
caring for somebody who has advanced MS and wondering if you
are getting it right. We help carers to understand about the MS in
order to feel confident and we can advise about things like carer
support groups and respite care.

There’s not an Advanced MS Champion in my area, are
there other specialists who can support me?
Absolutely yes. If you have an MS nurse, contact them. Also, the
palliative care teams at local hospices are marvellous at helping
people with long-term conditions to provide better symptom
management and usually have therapists and a doctor as they
work as a multi-disciplinary team. The GP can refer you for this
service. Online support can be useful also. The MS Trust have a
website full of information and advice as do the MS Society. Shift
MS is an online forum providing a safe space where people can
share, support and connect with other people with MS.
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I'd like to know if there's any specific healthcare
monitoring needed for those with advanced MS? I often
worry that my husband is at a greater risk of CVD, stroke
and diabetes due to reduced mobility and being unable
to exercise- should he be monitored more closely due to
this?
This is a great question and you are absolutely correct. Usually, MS
specialist nurses have been general nurses prior to their current
role and are adept at assessing for other health risks. We work with
GPs and provide health promotion and advice to people and their
families. It is important to be vigilant for other health conditions
because they can negatively influence the course of MS.

Is physiotherapy something which could be accessed by
someone with advanced MS or is it a case of there's no
point if you have reduced mobility?
Physiotherapy can be very effective for people with advanced
MS. Tailored advice regarding positioning and posture when lying
down, seated or standing can prevent further complications such
as spasticity, pressure sores and muscular skeletal pain. Regular
stretching, gentle manipulation and massage of limbs is very
beneficial. Also the physiotherapist is able to advise on antispasticity medication or Botox to relax the muscles.

I need some adaptations in my home. How can I access
funding for this?
There are many variables which may affect this process such as
savings which may mean you are not eligible for grants, feasibility
of adaptations and waiting lists depending on the budget of local
authorities. On the whole, however, we can work with you and the
occupational therapist to have your needs assessed and works to
be carried out without charge. If the costs are high and outside
of the budget allocated by local authorities, we may approach
charities for extra funding to bridge the gap.
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How can we access respite care?

We spoke to Lindsey Muir,
Usually, this is arranged via your social worker who can help
with guidance on respite facilities and deal with the
who lives with advanced MS, about the
practicalities. Respite care can be short-term residential
vital support Lindsay Lord has provided since
care in a residential home or holiday but can also
her appointment last year.
be provided within the individual’s own home.
The carers charities can help with information
I was diagnosed with advanced MS last year. I was really struggling
on respite care and the MS Society has a short
at the time so I rang up my MS nurse in Stockport who referred me to
breaks and activities fund that gives grants to
Lindsay. Lindsay called me, introduced herself and then she came and saw
help people with MS and carers to access short
me at my home. It was a real eye-opener for me because up until then I had
breaks and respite care.

just struggled on my own – I couldn’t access any help. She made a list of what
she was going to do for me, things she could help with - and she actually
I’m having difficulties swallowing and
did
them! Since I first met Lindsay, she’s fulfilled every expectation for me.
keep choking. Is there anything I can do,
She’s been a lifesaver; given me things that have enabled me to make the
or anybody who can help me with this?
best of what I physically am, given me a lot more hope and reason to look
Yes, your MS nurse or GP can refer you to a
speech and language therapist for an assessment
forward, not to feel completely submerged by the ‘have you thought
of your swallow. They may advise changes to the
about a nursing home?’ comments. She is the person who I needed
consistency or type of food that you eat and help
and she has been a great help to me. I am very grateful to her
with swallowing techniques. What you can do is to
individually and the MS Trust for funding her. Let’s have
be aware that fatigue can make swallow worse and
more Lindsay Lords up and down the country!
so often people will eat their main meal earlier in the
day when they are not so tired. Also, keep distractions to a
minimum when eating such as no chatting or TV on as your brain
is working very hard to concentrate on using your cutlery, the taste
of the food, the temperature of the food, chewing and swallowing;
all things that previously we take for granted.

Are there any benefits available to me?
Usually people with advanced MS will receive PIP – personal
independence payment. If you don’t have this go on the
MS Society website and type in PIP. This article will tell you
how to claim and what to expect. If you are housebound,
you may be exempt from prescription charges. The council
can collect your bins from your garden if you are unable to
put them out. There may be schemes in your area to help
with transport to get out and about. You may be entitled
to council tax reduction. The Citizens Advice Bureau is a
good place to start with asking these questions and a social
worker should also be able to check with you that you are
receiving the right benefits.

How can I get referred to an Advanced MS Champion?
You can refer yourself but if you are not known to the service
previously, we may need a formal referral from your GP
but we can request this. Your MS nurse will know if there
is an Advanced Champion in your area. Alongside myself
in Salford, currently there are Champions based in North
Cumbria and Swansea. If you do not know if you have an MS
nurse, the MS Trust website has a map of local services which
will give you this information (mstrust.org.uk/map).

Update on our Advanced MS Champion
Programme
Lindsay was appointed at Salford Royal NHS Trust in
October 2018, and she is already having a big impact on
the provision of care for people with advanced MS in the
local area. The second Advanced MS Champion, Leanne,
has started in post at Morriston Hospital, Swansea, and
our third Champion, Nicola, covers North Cumbria. We
are also delighted to announce that we are recruiting
three further Champions in Poole, Norwich and Bristol.
More news on this in the next issue of Open Door.
Over the next two years, the MS Trust aims to
demonstrate how the Champions can make a real
difference in delivering efficient, equitable and joined-up
MS services that work for people with MS and save the
NHS money by reducing emergency hospital admissions.
The final report of the programme is expected to be
published in spring 2021, and the charity believes this
will make the case for these posts to be rolled out across
the NHS so that no one has to manage MS alone.
Find out more at: mstrust.org.uk/ams.
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FO CU S O N

Sleep problems in MS
It’s thought that sleep disturbances are experienced by around half of people with MS,
yet sleep disorders are still under-recognised and under-diagnosed among this group of
people. We spoke to consultant neurologist Dr Kirstie Anderson, who has a special interest
in sleep problems to find out more. Here she talks about which sleep disorders are more
common in MS and shares her tips for getting a better night’s sleep.

The importance of sleep

Sleep disorders in MS – are they more common?

There are no shortcuts, absolutely everybody and everything
sleeps. It’s non-negotiable. Every night sleep is doing a whole host
of things.
I teach it as the three Ms: sleep regulates mood, memory
and metabolism. To have normal mood and normal levels of
happiness, we need a normal amount of sleep.
One of the really important things sleep does for your brain is to
essentially take you offline and reprocess everything you’ve learnt
during the day. If you sleep badly for any reason it has a big impact
on memory.
The other thing is normal metabolism. Your glucose and
insulin are regulated overnight during sleep, so if you sleep badly
it impacts on metabolism and you’re a little more likely to be
overweight.

Research suggests sleep disorders are more common in people
with MS.
Obstructive sleep apnoea (OSA)
If we take people in the general population who are over the
age of 40, then one of the most common conditions we see is
obstructive sleep apnoea (OSA). This is where your breathing stops
and starts while you sleep. In the North East of England, about
10% of men and 5% of women over the age of 40 have OSA.
When you look at people with MS in this age range, it increases
to about 30%. One of the reasons for this might be weight gain. If
MS has affected your ability to exercise, you might not be as active
as you were previously and this may have resulted in a little weight
gain. Also, some of the drugs for MS symptoms, such as nerve
pain, can cause weight gain and can make you a little sleepier so
you don’t feel like exercising.
If you’re worried you might have OSA, think about the following
questions. Do you snore loudly? Do you wake with a sore, dry
throat? Do you not get through the day without napping? If you’re
answering “yes” to those three questions, you may want to talk
to your GP. There really good treatments for sleep apnoea which
can make an enormous difference to quality of life and quality of
sleep.
Restless legs syndrome (RLS)
The other one we see in people with MS is restless legs. RLS can
run in families and it’s linked to any condition that decreases
movement. People with MS who are less mobile have a greater
frequency of RLS.
People describe this as having a horrible, crawling need to move
and stretch their legs in the evening or at night. You might find it
difficult to keep your legs still. Simple lifestyle changes can help

The ‘right’ amount of sleep
There’s no such thing as a single number that’s right for everyone
– it’s personal to you.
Sleep changes over the course of your lifetime. Young children
spend 16–18 hours a day sleeping when they’re new born.
Teenagers need somewhere between 9–10 hours. By the time you
get to your mid 20s, you’re probably set to where you’re going to
be for the next few years (eg waking up early or going to bed late).
For most people, population studies say we sleep about 7.5
hours. That decreases to about 6.5 hours by the time you are 60
or 65.
The key question I ask everybody is, “when you wake up do you
feel refreshed?” If the answer’s “yes,” you’re probably sleeping
enough for you. Don’t be put off by other people saying you need
8 or 9 hours or any other number. It’s really individual to you.
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(eg doing daily exercise and avoiding caffeine in the evening) but
medication can make an enormous difference if it’s severe.
There can be a temptation to label restless legs as MS nerve
pain. However if you’ve got an absolute desire to move, moving
makes the pain better and it’s much worse in the evening or the
first half of the night, it could actually be restless legs.
Insomnia
Insomnia is one of the most common sleep problems GPs come
across. By that I mean trouble falling asleep, trouble staying asleep
and it impacting on the next day.
Insomnia isn’t directly caused by MS but it can be triggered by
an initial physical or psychological incident.
In MS, the trigger for insomnia could be the initial stress of an
MS diagnosis or the physical discomfort of an MS relapse. This can
be treated with a specific form of cognitive behavioural therapy for
insomnia (CBTI) which can be accessed online and through selfhelp books with the support of a health professional.

may wake long enough to remember it, but they all wake.
What we’re really dealing with in insomnia is not the awakenings
but becoming cross and bothered by them.
We then ask people, “what are you doing when you wake up and
how can we get you to return to sleep quicker?”
Keeping a diary can help. Is there a physical cause of wakening?
You might gasp or snore or have a problem that relates to
breathing. Are restless legs driving you crazy? Are you waking up
to pass urine six times each night? These are problems that can be
treated.
If there is no particular reason for waking, but when you wake
up you are really cross and your mind is racing, then we would look
at behavioural techniques. You need to take that agitation out of
the bedroom so you don’t lay there stewing. Leave the room, read
a book, listen to music or do a word search until you start feeling
sleepy and relaxed, then go back to bed.

Tips for getting a better night’s sleep

Most of the DMDs used to treat MS don’t have a big impact on
sleep. The medication that’s used to treat MS symptoms (eg for
pain) tends to make people a little sleepier and therefore usually
improves rather than worsens sleep.
The exception to this is steroids which can aggravate insomnia.
If you are having a course of steroids it can be useful to take them
in the morning, otherwise you might expect difficulty sleeping on
the night you’ve taken them.
Pregabalin and gabapentin do cause sleepiness which can be a
good thing at night, but they can cause daytime sleepiness too.
They’re good for nerve pain so you might sleep better at night if
they help to reduce your pain.
Amitriptyline can worsen restless legs a little and it stays in the
system a long time. A lot of people feel groggy when they first
wake up in the morning and they have dry mouth, but it does help
sleep for some. It’s about finding the right dose for you.
Baclofen is useful for spasticity and pain and can help with deep
sleep but can cause daytime sleepiness. Sometimes
having more of the drug at night so the legs aren’t
juddering and shaking can help you get a better
night’s sleep.

1. The night follows the day
What you do during the day has a big impact on sleep. Studies
show that daily exercise (20–30 minutes of anything that gets you
too out of breath to finish a full sentence) and experiencing some
natural light during the day has a really positive impact on getting
to sleep at night.
2. Anchor point in the morning
The key thing to do: get up at the same time every day. Lying in,
wide awake, reinforces the pattern of being awake in bed and
therefore bed becomes somewhere you don’t sleep. You can
see that vicious circle. If you’re struggling to sleep at night, the
temptation is often to lay in bed waiting for sleep but actually
that’s the worst thing to do.
3. Coffee, count the cups!
Everybody tells me in clinic, “my last cup of coffee was…” and
they tell me the time. Stand back a bit and count the cups. If you
have 4–6 cups a day, you essentially have steady state caffeine in
the system because your body takes a long time to break it down
(4–6 hours for some people, for others a little longer). If you are
sleeping badly, count the cups, don’t think about the time. Then,
have a go at reducing the number of cups you’re drinking each
day.

What to do if you wake during the night
Normal sleep is taken in chunks. Absolutely nobody – the
best sleeper or the worst sleeper in the world – sleeps through
uninterrupted for 7 or 8 hours.
When we bring people into the lab, we see that about every 90
minutes or so they wake. They may wake for a short time or they
Dr Kirstie Anderson is a consultant
neurologist who has a special interest
in sleep medicine. She works in the
Regional Sleep Service, Newcastle
upon Tyne Hospitals NHS Foundation
Trust.

Medication can affect sleep

Find out more about sleep problems:
• The NHS website has a section on sleep problems
nhs.uk/live-well/sleep-and-tiredness.
• British Lung Foundation has information on obstructive
sleep apnoea (OSA) blf.org.uk/support-for-you/osa
• RLS-UK supports people with restless legs syndrome
rls-uk.org
• Sleep Well is a project run by Newcastle
Hospitals to improve sleep quality for the staff
flourishatnewcastlehospitals.co.uk/lets-sleep-well
• The MS Trust website has lots of information on sleep
problems and MS mstrust.org.uk/sleep.
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A SK T H E E X P E RT

Disease
modifying
drugs
There are now 14 disease modifying drugs
(DMDs) being used to treat MS in the UK with
more in the pipeline. With such a wide range
of drugs available, finding one that’s right for
you and your MS can be a challenge. To answer
some frequently asked questions about DMDs
we spoke to MS nurse advisor, Nikki Embrey who
sheds light on how you know whether a DMD is
working and talks about some of the side effects
people worry about most.

Q

What is the difference between a DMD
and a DMT?

Q

How does an MS team monitor how well a
DMD is working for somebody?

Nikki says: A disease modifying drug (DMD) or disease
modifying treatment (DMT) are the same thing.
DMDs are mainly given to people with relapsing remitting
MS to reduce the number of relapses and their severity, and
to slow down disability progression. There is also
now a DMD for primary progressive MS (Ocrevus)
which has recently been approved in England and
can reduce progression of disability.

Nikki says: People who are taking a DMD will be regularly
reviewed by their MS nurse and will usually see their
neurologist annually as well. Your MS nurse will look at
whether you have had a relapse, what symptoms you’re
experiencing and if there has been any
progression. Sometimes MRI scans will be
carried out, but it’s dependent upon the
"People who
treatment as to how often an MRI scan is
are taking a DMD will
undertaken.
be regularly reviewed
Your MS nurse or neurologist will monitor
What are the most common
by
their
MS
nurse
and
your
disability level using the Expanded
questions you get asked about
will
usually
see
their
Disability
Status Scale (EDSS). Before you start
DMDs?
on a treatment, you’ll have an assessment and
neurologist annually as
be given a score. By recording that score on an
well"
Nikki says: The most common ones are: Is it
annual basis we will know whether disability is
working? Is it helping me? Do I need to carry on
increasing or whether it’s staying stable. If the
when I don’t seem to be having any relapses?
score is increasing (showing higher levels of
The problem with DMDs is that people can’t see
disability) and you’re still having relapses that
the benefits until maybe a year into treatment
could
mean
you’re
not doing as well as expected on that
when they look back and think, ‘Oh wow, I haven’t had a
particular
DMD
and
it may be time to consider escalating to
relapse over that time and I probably would’ve done if I’d
a more effective drug.
not been on treatment.’ If you’re on a DMD and you’re not

Q

having relapses, to us that says it’s definitely working. This
may be supported with MRI scans indicating no disease
activity or progression of disability.
18
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Q

Hair loss is a side effect of some DMDs. How bad is it
and does it get better?

Nikki says: Generally the hair loss
people experience isn’t clumps of
hair that fall out and cause bald
patches. Instead it’s better described
as hair thinning.
It’s not possible to predict
whether you’ll experience this as a
side effect or not. Some people will
not get any hair loss, other people
will feel that when they shower and
wash their hair there is more hair in
the plughole. It’s very individual for
each person.
Although you may notice your
hair getting thinner in places it will
generally regrow over time.
If you are worried about
experiencing hair loss as a side
effect, I would say it’s not a reason

Q

not to start on a DMD but it is an
individual decision. It might help
to speak to your MS team and ask
how common this side effect was
in clinical trials of the drug you’re
considering.
The main drug hair loss is
associated with is Aubagio, but
there have also been less common
cases in beta interferon, Gilenya,
Tecfidera and Lemtrada.
Hair loss can also be caused by
other factors too, such as stress,
anxiety or drugs for treating pain.
If you’re on a DMD and
experiencing hair loss which is
bothering you, it does need to be
reviewed by your MS team.

If someone’s experiencing quite troublesome side
effects, how long should they stick with the DMD
before trying something else?

Nikki says: It’s going to be very individual to the person but I would certainly
say give it at least six months on a treatment before making a decision with
your MS team about changing to another drug. However, if you’re having
really intolerable side effects and just cannot continue on the drug then you
might want to consider changing a bit earlier.
There are so many disease modifying drugs available now, people have far
more options. In days gone by we just had interferons or Copaxone but now
there are more drugs people can switch to if they are having problems with
side effects.

Nikki Embrey is an experienced MS nurse who has
been supporting people with MS for over 21
years. She was one of the first MS nurses to
be appointed in the UK. Nikki is now the MS
Trust’s resident MS nurse advisor, supporting
the Enquiry Service and Specialist Nurse
Programme, reviewing MS Trust information,
and mentoring new MS nurses in post.

Q

Is there anything you can do to
minimise your chance of getting
flushing on Tecfidera?

Nikki says: Firstly it’s important to make sure that the
flushing isn’t an allergic reaction (hypersensitivity or
anaphylaxis). It’s best to discuss this with your MS nurse.
They will ask for more detail about when it’s happening,
if there are any other more worrying side effects that
may be occurring, or if it is just flushing after taking the
tablet.
If you experience flushing after taking Tecfidera,
sometimes altering the timing of the doses can help. In
other cases it will disappear on its own, possibly after a
few months of treatment. However, if it is intolerable,
some people have found benefit from taking a low dose
of aspirin. It’s best to discuss whether this would be
suitable for you with your MS nurse.

Q

Some people out there could be on
a DMD but aren’t. What do you think
they should be doing?

Nikki says: We do know that there are many people out
there that are not on disease modifying treatments that
probably should be. This might be the case for someone
who isn’t under the care of the MS specialist nurses and
isn't being reviewed regularly.
The recommendation now is for people with MS
to start treatment with a DMD as early as possible
to improve long-term outcomes. Therefore my
recommendation for people who aren’t on a DMD and
are not sure whether they may be eligible for one would
be to get in contact with your local MS team, either
directly if you’ve used the service before or through a
referral from your GP.

For more
information on
the different DMDs,
visit
mstrust.org.uk/
msdecisions
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We've got it all
wrapped up this
Christmas!
Fun ways to support the MS Trust this festive season.

Share Christmas with Someone
Ruth Green is a singer from Letchworth, and has lived with MS
for over 27 years. 2019 has been a particularly busy year for
Ruth, as she and a whole host of fantastic volunteers have given
their time, expertise and support to help create an MS Trust
Christmas song and
video; ‘Share Christmas
with Someone’. This
wonderful song,
inspired and written by
Ruth, expresses Ruth’s
personal journey with
MS. Ruth says: “It is so
important that we raise Ruth and some of the MS Trust team
more awareness about
MS. I have my ups and downs, but mainly ups. MS can make you
feel that you’re in a lonely place but you’re not alone and there
is support out there. I’m determined not to let my MS define me.
This is my song, for you."
This special Christmas song will be available soon to download
from iTunes and Spotify. All profits will go to the MS Trust. For
more information visit: mstrust.org.uk/ruths-song.
Lots of festive ideas to explore!
There are lots of fun things
you can do along with friends,
family and colleagues to help
raise funds and awareness this
festive season. Perhaps you
are looking for a reason to
wear your Christmas jumper
at work or school? Or maybe
you are organising a carol concert and
are looking for a charity to support? Do get in contact with our
fundraising team who would love to hear your festive fundraising
plans! Visit: mstrust.org.uk/festivefundraising for inspiration.
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MS Trust Christmas cards
We have another fantastic
selection of Christmas cards
to choose from including both
contemporary and traditional
designs. Every one of our cards
sold not only raises essential
funds, but it also spreads
awareness of MS and of course
a little festive cheer! They are selling fast, so order your
favourites now before they all go! Visit: mstrust.org.uk/christmas
Let your Christmas shopping make you smile!
Did you know that when you shop
online you can support the MS
Trust at no extra cost to you?
Register with Amazon Smile and
select ‘Multiple Sclerosis Trust’
as your charity and every time
you shop via Amazon Smile, a
percentage of the purchase price
will be donated to us!
There are lots of other online
stores you can shop with too,
such as Marks and Spencer,
Boots, John Lewis, B&Q and
many more. Check out the full
list on our website and follow
Check out even more fun
the links to ensure your
ways to support the MS Trust
purchase is eligible for a
at Christmas by visiting
donation to the MS Trust.
mstrust.org.uk/christmasYou shop – they donate!
giving
See: mstrust.org.uk/
shopping.
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Mission 100 is back
for 2020!

Get involved!
There are lots of ways you
can get involved and support our work
helping everyone affected by MS. Here
are just a few ideas. To find out more
visit mstrust.org.uk/fundraising or
call our team on 01462 476707.
Ultra Challenge Series

Every week, more than 100 people are told they have
MS. This can be a devasting time. They may feel lost,
confused and uncertain of the future. With the help of
you, our amazing supporters, we want to make sure they
don’t have to deal with this diagnosis alone. Mission
100 is about raising £100 in 100 days to support those
diagnosed every week. Wesley Thompson was involved
in Mission 100 last year and here he tells us why he
signed up.
“I’ve raised money for the MS Trust in the past through
running, but now my legs won’t take me 50 metres never
mind 5K! So I needed a different approach. I’d started
playing ukulele a couple of years ago and always fancied
busking... a bright light lit up above my head. The next thing
I knew I was ‘performing’ on the streets of Pembrokeshire
and closing in on my target. I began playing just before
Christmas and I’d guessed the shoppers would be in a
jovial mood and have cash to spare. I learnt 23 Christmas
songs and only ended up playing a handful in the end
– everyone wanted to hear Jingle Bells! I’d raised money
before but not in this way, a tick off my bucket list I guess!
I’ve spent a bit of time in my 15 years living with MS
talking with the MS Trust and I know the valuable work they
do. Raising £100 wasn’t that hard in the end but I’m sure it
will make a massive difference to someone who has been
newly diagnosed”
Want to get involved?
All you need to do is think about how you could raise £100.
Perhaps it is holding a cake sale at work? Or maybe you are
feeling brave and want to shave your hair or dye it blue? The
possibilities are endless.
Where do you sign up?
Go to mstrust.org.uk/mission100 to download your Mission
100 pack today.
Good luck and thank you for your support!

Which challenge will you pick? Choose from a
variety of endurance events and distances and
you will see some breath taking scenery along the
way! Will it be the Isle of Wight challenge, the Jurassic Coast, the
Cotswold Way, or one of the other amazing locations on offer? Find
out more at mstrust.org.uk/ultra.

World MS Day Skydive: May 30
We want as many people as possible to take part in a sponsored
skydive for the 2020 World MS Day. Find out how you can take part
at an airfield near you and raise awareness and funds for the MS
Trust at mstrust.org.uk/world-ms-skydive.

The Vitality Big Half, London
Join the MS Trust team along an iconic part of the London
Marathon route on 1 March 2020. Whether you're a first timer or an
experienced runner, this is an exciting event to be part of. Secure
your place now at mstrust.org.uk/bighalf.

Collection tins in your community
Being able to place more MS nurses and
Advanced MS Champions in local communities
across the UK is a wonderful achievement. We
need to continue to support their services and
this is where you can help by placing and looking
after a collection tin in your local café, pub or shop.
Request your tin now at
mstrust.org.uk/collect.

RideLondon-Surrey 100, 16 August 2020
Join team MS Trust on this epic 100-mile route through the Surrey
countryside and central London and be part of the “world’s greatest
festival of cycling”. Join our team today at
mstrust.org.uk/ridelondon.

Great Wall of China trek
Take part in the adventure of a lifetime in 2020! From 12-20
September, trek along part of the Great Wall of China – one of the
Wonders of the World! This is perfect for those who are able to take
on a big challenge and have a passion for culture. It will be a truly
unforgettable experience. Sign up today: mstrust.org.uk/china.
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15 M I N U T E S WITH...

David Martin
MS Trust CEO David Martin talks 2019 highlights, the challenges
facing people with MS and his former life as a drummer in a punk
band!

What has been your highlight of 2019?
There have been two moments this year when I have been
particularly proud of our work at the MS Trust. We have already
placed an additional seven MS nurses into the NHS to ensure that
fewer people are having to face MS alone. When we discovered
that these nurses had provided support to an additional 3,612
people with MS, this really did bring a big lump to my throat.
Anyone who has rung our helpline (0800 032 3839) will know
just how good it is (if I have a question about MS, they’re the first
people I go and ask!). It’s an amazing service, but I have been keen
for even more people to benefit from it. So I’m really pleased to
see that it’s reaching more people. 3,767 questions have been
answered by our team already this year, which means that more
people know more about MS and can make more informed
decisions or ask the right questions of their consultant, MS nurse
or therapist. The helpline team have been working their socks off
to achieve that growth and I am so proud of them for making it
happen.
What are you looking forward to in 2020?
I hope that our Advanced MS Champions are going to transform
the NHS for some of the 40,000 people with advanced MS. We
know that MS nurses, therapists and MSologists are working very
hard, but too many people are being left to tackle their MS alone.
By 2020 we will have created six Advanced MS Champions who
will co-ordinate care for people with advanced MS across different
services, and work across boundaries within the NHS and social
care to ensure delivery of joined-up care. Next year, we will be
giving the evidence from our Champions to the NHS which will
show that it’s possible to provide a better service for people with
MS and save the NHS money too.
What are the biggest challenges people with MS face?
There are many people with MS who are not on disease modifying
drugs and who don’t get enough support from the NHS. The huge
unmet need is a scandal. There should be more MS nurses, more
therapists and more MS neurologists so more people with MS get
the specialist support they need.
What is the MS Trust doing to help address these challenges?
We are planning to fund at least five more MS nurses to the NHS
in the next year. We are also thinking about whether we should
provide even more Advanced MS Champions. People with MS
know best what helps them on a day to day basis and we want to
22

give them even more resources and information to enable them
to do that and to live well with their MS. We will continue to train
all new MS nurses as well.
What do you think the future holds for the MS Trust?
The Trust is a small charity but despite our small size, we have
shown that we can make a real difference to the lives of people
with MS. While I don’t want us to change too much, I think we
have got to challenge ourselves to think what we can do to
support even more people with MS. I’ll be sitting down with
trustees and staff in 2020 to start to think what our long-term
plans should be. It might be simply doing a bit more of what we
already do, or it could be about doing one or two new things. We
will be asking people outside of the Trust nearer the time.
What do you love most about your job?
I have worked in the charity sector for more than 10 years, but
the people in the MS sector are simply the best. I love the MS
Trust team because they are so passionate. Without them, we
wouldn’t be able to make the magic happen for so many people. I
love meeting people with MS themselves and hearing about their
lives and challenges and I love talking to the MS nurses, therapists
and other health professionals and hearing some of the great
examples of the differences they are making every day.
What do you enjoy doing in your spare time?
I love cycling. It helps to keep me fit. I enjoyed riding to
Amsterdam with 40 other cyclists last year for the MS Trust and I
am now thinking what my next challenge might be.
Tell us something about yourself that not a lot of people will
know.
I was once the drummer in a punk
band called the New Sneakers.
We weren’t very good. We made a
demo but it’s safe to say that since
I played the demo at home, it’s
You can read David
kept the burglars away!

Martin's blog at
mstrust.org.uk/news.
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Give it,
love it,
wear it…

Registered charity
no. 1088353

to support people with MS this Christmas
Whether you’re remembering
a loved one or letting someone
special know you’re thinking of
them this Christmas, simply make
a donation and we’ll send a limited
edition MS Star pin badge &
personalised certificate.

You give it
we’ll send it
they’ll love it
For more information visit
www.mstrust.org.uk/donate
or call 01462 476707
Please note- a minimum donation of £5 would
be appreciated. Star pin badges are subject
to availability due to limited numbers.

MS Christmas draw
We are delighted to announce our Christmas Draw for 2019. Tickets cost £1 each –
sold in books of 5 tickets. Each ticket gives you the chance to win one of our fabulous
cash prizes, just in time for Christmas!

1st PRIZE
£1,000

2nd PRIZE
£250

3rd PRIZE
£150

Reg. Charity No. 1088353

Closing date: Monday 16 December 2019. Draw date: Friday 20 December 2019.
Tickets received after 5pm on Monday 16 December 2019 will NOT be entered into the draw and
payments received after this date will be treated as a donation.
If you haven’t yet received your book of tickets or would like extra books, please phone: 01462 476707;
email: fundraising @mstrust.org.uk; or visit: mstrust.org.uk/prize-draw.
T&Cs apply – please read reverse of ticket, or visit: mstrust.org.uk/prize-draw for further information.
Please complete the form below & return with your completed ticket stubs and payment - thank you.

Raffle ticket sales £

Donation £

Total £

Please send me

extra books

I enclose a cheque/postal order payable to the MS Trust
Please debit the amount shown from my credit/debit card
(CAF cheques & charity vouchers cannot be accepted as payment for draw tickets)
Please debit my card, details below (sorry no AmEx or Diners): Maestro

Mastercard

Visa

Card no:
Expiry date: M

CAF Card

Maestro only:
M

/

Y

Y

Name on card:

First Name:

Surname:

Address:

Town:

Postcode:

If you have made a donation you can
increase every £1 by 25p

Telephone Number:
Email:
Are you happy for us to continue to contact you about MS, the MS Trust
and the work we do as a charitable organisation, and update you on how
you can get involved or help to support us?
By email: YES

NO

By post: YES

Gift Aid is reclaimed by the charity from the tax
you pay for the current tax year. Your home address
is needed to identify you as a current UK taxpayer.
In order to Gift Aid your donation you must tick the box below:
I want to Gift Aid this donation and any donations I make in the future
or have made in the past 4 years to the Multiple Sclerosis Trust.

NO

Date:

(Please tick as appropriate)

The MS Trust (Charity No. 1088353) and our
trading companies value your support and promise
to protect your privacy. To read our policy go to
www.mstrust.org.uk/privacy or contact us for a copy.

D

D

/

M

M

/

Y

Y

I am a UK taxpayer and understand that if I pay less Income Tax and/or
Capital Gains Tax than the amount of Gift Aid claimed on all my donations
in that tax year it is my responsibility to pay any difference. Please notify the
charity if you: want to cancel this declaration; change your name or home
address or no longer pay sufficient tax on your income and/or capital gains.
If you pay Income Tax at the higher or additional rate and want to
receive the additional tax relief due to you, you must include all your
Gift Aid donations on your Self-Assessment tax return or ask HM
Revenue and Customs to adjust your tax code.
OR

I am not a UK taxpayer.

Thank you for supporting the MS Trust

